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Abstract 
The isoscalar monopole and dlpole strength distributions are 

calculated In the framework of self-consistent RPA. The single particle 
continuum Is exactly treated. A comparison of results obtained with various 
interactions having different values of the compression modulus is made. 
The mass number dependence of excitation energies and widths of the monopole 
and dipole giant resonances are discussed. 
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I. Introduction 

Among the bulk properties of nuclear matter such as binding 
energy, saturation density, nucléon effective mass, etc., the compressibility 
is one of the important quantities which characterize the nuclear medium. 
However, its value shows large variations among interactions which give 
otherwise reasonable ground state properties [1,2] . Phenomenologically, 
our knowledge about the compression modulus K. comes mainly from the obser
vation of isoscalar monopole resonances (MR) excited by the inelastic 
scattering of various projectiles 13]. If the IMR is a strong collective 
resonance exhausting almost all the monopole strength, as It seems to be 
the case in heavy nuclei, one can extract the value of K A 1n finite nuclei. 
This value might be useful to specify the compression modulus 
K M = k^d2(E/Aydk^ in infinite nuclear matter. 

Besides the IMR (so-called the breathing mode} one can also 
expect the existence of other types of compression modes. Recently, some 
indications of Isoscalar dipole strengths around 3hu> excitation energies 
have been reported in heavy nuclei. The amount of observed strength is 
still uncertain and may vary from a small fraction of the energy weighted 
sum rule (EWSR) in (p,p') experiments [4] to its complete exhaustion in 
(a,a') [5,6]. Nevertheless, the possibility of exciting Isoscalar dipole 
resonances (IDR) seems now established. They might correspond to a compres
sion and dilatation of the nucleus along a specific direction. 

In the past few years, numerous efforts have been devoted 
to the study of IMR, theoretically fl], and also some calculations have 
been done for IDR [7] .In this paper, we study the IMR and IDR using an 
RPA approach with a special emphasis on self-consistency. He thus avoid 
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the introduction of any parameter for single particle energies or the 
particle-hole interaction except the effective interaction used for Hartree-
Fock (HF) calculations. Therefore, the theoretical results only depend on 
the properties of the effective interactions used in the self-consistent 
HF+RPA calculation. In the case of IDR, the self-consistent approach is 
particularly important since the spurious center of mass motion is auto
matically separated out from the physical isoscalar dipole excitations 
by virtue of Thouless theorem [8]. 

Our main aims in this paper are to study : 
1) the interaction and mass dependence of the strength distributions of 

IMR and IDR, 
2} the continuum effects of the single particle spectrum on the widths of 
the resonances. 
F<$r the first purpose, we use three kinds of interactions which have diffe
rent compressibilities K^ in nuclear matter. The mass number dependence 
will be studied in the case of the three nuclei 4 0Ca, 9 0 Z r and 2 0 8 P b . 
For the second purpose, the Skyrme-type force is quite convenient for treating 
the single particle continuum effects on the RPA response function. 
Using this interaction we will also obtain some contact with sum rule stu
dies of IMR which also start from the same type of interaction [9]. 

In the next section, we briefly recall for the sake of 
completeness the method for calculating the nuclear response function, and 
we summarize the relevant features of the various interactions used. Me 
then present and discuss the results of strength distributions and transi
tion densities for the IMR and IDR in sect.3 and 4, respectively. In the 
case of IDR, we also study the behaviour of the strength distributions at 
finite values of the momentum transfer. Sect.S summarizes the conclusions. 
Useful expressions for the center of mass corrected energy-weighted sum rule 
for IDR are given in the appendix. 
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II. Calculational Method and Choice of Interactions 

If one works with effective interactions of the Skyrme type, 
it 1s convenient to use the method of Bertsch and Tsai [10] to solve the 
integral equation for the RPA Green's function G R p A in coordinate space, 
because one can then avoid the problem of truncating the particle-hole (p-h) 
space. According to ref.[10] , the RPA integral equation can be written as : 

Wvv E > = Vvv E > + /wV ,» E>v^ , , G.< f ,-** î E , d V • w 
where Go is the non-interacting p-h Green's function, V . is the residual 
p-h interaction including exchange, and E is the excitation energy consi
dered as a parameter. In all expressions, spin and isospin variables will 
not be written explicitly to keep simple notations. 

The self-consistency requirement means that both Go and V . 
are to be obtained from the same two-body effective interaction V(l,2). The 
expression for G 0 is : 

«.ft.*.*)-%*s<*i)v*,> ( 1 _. +—^r^W^i 
7M \ v e h - E - i n v e n + E - r n / ' 

J(r 2) • 
(2) 

where e h and v>h ( e and v>_) are the energies and wave functions of 
occupied (unoccupied) Hartree-Fock states calculated with V(l,2). The symbol 
2 L In eq.(2) means summation over discrete states and integration over 

continuous states and the sums are carried over occupied states h and 
unoccupied states p. In fact, the sum on p can be extended to all states 
since every hole-hole contribution from the first term in the bracket will 
be cancelled by a corresponding contribution from the second term. Moreover, 
these sums on all states can be expressed in closed form in the case of 
Skyrme forces [11,12]. Indeed, for a given state h in eq.(2), the coefficient 
of W*(r 1)^ h('r 2) has the form of a one-body Green's function : 
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where z. = e h ± E and H g is the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian. When Skyrme 
forces are used, H 0 is a differential operator (it would be an integro-
differential operator for a finite range force) and one can therefore write 
113] : 

<?| _ J [ft> =C •($,) x*{^) , (4) 
H 0-z n-il 

where i|i and x at*e two linearly independent solutions of (H0-zh)ijj ~ 0. 
At the origin, i> and x a r e respectively regular and irregular, while at 
infinity x mist be a spherically outgoing wave if z h 1s positive or 
an exponentially decaying wave 1f z h is negative. In eq.{4), x t and x 2 are 
defined as : 

Xj = r r , x 2 = r 2 1f r t < r 2 

Xj = r 2 , x 2 = r x if r, > rx 

The normalization coefficient C is related to the Wronsklan of iji and x 
and it 1s independent of r, and r 2 . Since the single particle continuum 
has not been discretized nor truncated, continuum effects such as particle 
escape are included in our G 0 and hence in 6 R p>. 

Once eq.(l) has been solved for a given value of E, we can 
obtain the corresponding excitation strength for a one-body operator Q. 
If E is above the particle emission threshold, we have : 

S(E) s £ |<n|Q|Q>|> «(E-EB) n 

- i Im Tr (Q + 6{E) Q ) (5) 
* RPA 
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whereas for bound states below that threshold, the excitation energies and 

transition strengths appear as real poles and residues in the response func

tion T r(Q + GDp»Q)- The transition density for an excited state (or resonance) 

A 

»n0& =<"|£«<H-) l0> <6> 
1=1 

can also be obtained since |p„ 0(r)|* Is just proportional to the Imaginary 

part, or to the real part of GRpA(r»r;E ) depending on whether E n is above, 

or below the particle threshold [ 10]. 

The residual interaction V . has a density-Independent part 

V°. and a density-dependent part v£.. The first part is related 1n the usual 

way to the density-independent term V°(l,2) of the Skyrme force : 

vph 6 < V * 4 ) = v'n.^d-wv . <7> 
where P x, P and P are the space-, spin- and isospin- exchange operators, 

while VJL can be obtained by considering the contribution of the density-

dependent term of the Skyrme force to the total energy and taking its second 

derivative with respect to densities [10] . This is equivalent to the Landau 

prescription 1n the Fermi liquid theory. 

In the present work, we have used three different sets of 

force parameters in order to study the influence of the nuclear matter 

incompresslbility K œ on the positions and shapes of the IMR and IDR 1n 

finite nuclei. These parameter sets are shown in Table 1 together with 

the Landau parameter F 0 calculated at saturation density. The force S-III 

[14] is often used in the literature. It has a linear density dependence 

(a - 1) and hence a rather large incompressibility (K n - 356 HeV). The 

forces SGI and SGII have a p a -density dependence with a < 1 and the 

corresponding values of K œ are 269 NeV and 217 MeV, respectively. Their 

static Hartree-Fock and spin-independent properties are very close to those 

of the Interactions Ska [15] and SkM [16] proposed by other authors, but 
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the spin-exchange parameters x^ have been redetermined in view of a study of 

spin- and spin-isospin excitations which will be discussed elsewhere [17]. 

Among the three interactions, we feel that SGII has the most realistic 

compression properties. This interaction has therefore been used for calcu

lating the IMR and IOR in various nuclei, whereas the comparison between 

the different forces has been carried out only for one typical nucleus, 

namely 2 0 8 P b . 

III. Monopole Case 

Me have calculated the RPA strength distribution S(E) of the 

monopole operator Q = ïrî, First, we compare in fig.l the results obtained 
208 

with the three interactions in Pb. We also show in each case the non-

Interacting p-h strengths which contain bound configurations embedded in the 

continuum. These bound states are indicated in fig.l by vertical lines 

proportional to their transition strength. 

It must be pointed out that, in the case of compression modes 

(both monopole and dipole) the solution of eq.(l) and the strength calculated 

by eq.(5) are sensitive to the choice of integration points in coordinate 

space because of the node in the transition densities near the nuclear 

surface. It is therefore important to check the results by comparing the 

energy-weighted moments 

m k = fS(E)E kdE (8) 

with the various EWSR which can be evaluated by other means. In self-

consistent RPA, mi Is given by the HF expectation value of a double 

commutator [8] whereas m 3 can be obtained from scaled HF densities {9]. 

Our results agree within 5 % with the double commutator values of m, . 

However, our m, moments may deviate by more than 10 % from the scaling 
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predictions. We attribute this discrepancy to a lack of accuracy in calcu

lating the higher energy part of S(E) where the shape of the transition 

densities may become more complicated. 

In Table 2 we list the peak energies, the centroid energies, 

rm 2 /m,\ni/2 
the widths r p M H M of the main peaks and the variance o = jj- - I j;-1 I 
which gives a measure of the spreading of the strength distribution. From 

208 fig. 1 and table 2, we can see that the peak energies in Pb are changed 

according to the incompressibllity of each interaction. These energies 

are lower than predicted by the hydrodynamical model for the monopole 

vibration [ 18] : 

* m<r 2> 
hw = "V r- (9) 

which would give 21.7, 18.9 and 17.2 MeV in 2 0 8 P b for SIII, SGI and SGII 

respectively. This difference can be explained by the large surface effects 

which tend to decrease the incompressibility in finite nuclei (1,2]. 

In the case of SGI and SGII, one sharp resonance exhausts 

86 % and 84 % of the m t sum rule, respectively. For SIII, however, the main 

strength lies in the 16-21 MeV region but it is somewhat fragmented. This 

point is connected with the different values of the Landau parameter F 0 

(see table 1) and the density dependence of the interactions. Indeed, the 

lower values of K œ for SGI and SGII correspond to a negative F 0 , i.e. an 

attractive p-h interaction in nuclear matter (or, equivalently, in the 

nuclear center) which becomes even more attractive at the nuclear surface 

(at half density, F„ = - 0.92 and -1.25 for SGI and SGII, respectively). 

The results for these two forces therefore show (see fig.l) that the RPA 

strength is strongly shifted downward as compared to the unperturbed p-h 

strength. On the other hand, the F„ value for interaction SIII is positive 
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in nuclear matter and It becomes attractive at the surface (F0 - -1.53 at 
half density). Then, the net effect of the residual interaction is somewhat 
weaker for SIII. For instance, we find that the energy of the 
(4sl/2* 3 sI/2^v c o n f ' " 9 u r a t 1 o n a t 1 7 M e V is practically unchanged when the 
p-h interaction is switched on. 

208 The results obtained with SGII for the three nuclei Pb, 
90 40 I r and Ca are summarized in fig.2 and table 2. In Zr and Pb, a strong 
and rather narrow resonance exhausts about 90 % and 84 % of the nh sum 

40 rule, respectively. In contrast, in Ca the strength is distributed over a 
wide range of energy. Our results are consistent with the present experi
mental situation where one observes a strong concentration of monopole 
strength in heavy nuclei but not in Ca or in lighter nuclei. The calculated 

-1/3 peak energies have the approximate mass dependence E = 85 A MeV. 
The widths at half maximum i y ^ of the resonances -rs disced 

in table 2. The present calculations include fully the particle continuum 
and therefore the values of IV...», contain the effects of particle escape 
and of the energy splitting of the unperturbed p-h configurations (the 
latter is also called Landau damping). They do not contain, however, the 
spreading widths due to the coupling to near-by complicated (many particle-
many hole) states. It has been suggested by Bertsch [19] and Ui [20] that 
the spreading widths might be small in the case of Isoscalar monopole and 
quadrupole excitations. Our results show that significant contributions 
to the total monopole widths come from the escape width. For instance, 

208 
the experimental width 1n °Pb is r t o t a l=(3.0±0.5) MeV [3] , to be 
compared with r <v 2 MeV in this work. In Table 2 are also listed the 
values of the variance a. If the distributions had gaussian shapes, their 
widths would be r = 2.35 a . However, the RPA distributions always show 
small states in the higher energy region which contribute significantly 
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to a . Therefore., the calculated o are not directly related with r F W H M , 

but they are only a rough measure of the overall shape of the distributions. 

In fig.3 we show the monopole transition density calculated 
208 in Pb at the peak energy of the resonance, using interaction SGII. On 

the same figure is drawn the classical transition density of the Tassie 

model, 

P n o { r ) œ ( 3 p + r* 5r> p « ( r ) ( 1 0 ) 

where p 0 is the ground state density. One can see that the RPA transition 

density has some small oscillations, but its overall shape is quite similar 

to that of eq.(10). The change of sign in the surface region is typical 

of a compression mode. As mentioned above, this node in p makes the RPA 

calculation 1n coordinate space rather delicate because the transition 

strength is the result of the partial cancellation of opposite sign 

contributions. 

IV. Dipole Case 

In the harmonic oscillator model, the lhw p-h excitations 

of isoscalar 11pole type correspond to the spurious center of mass motion. 

The physical isoscalar dipole excitations would be built on 3hco, or higher 

configurations and could be reached for instance by operators like 

°. - E ri W • (") 
i 

In the self-consistent RPA model, the spurious c m . state should in principle 

be degenerated with the ground state. In our actual calculations, this cm. 

state generally comes within one MeV from the ground state. We can thus 

check that the self-consistency is satisfactorily enforced, and that the 

spurious state 1s well separated from the IDR that we want to study. 
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In order to discuss the results, we need the ml sum rule 
corrected for the c m . effects. After subtraction of the spurious contributions, 
the expression of m, for the operator (11) can be written as (see Appendix) : 

m, = * i i- (ll<r"> - ^ < r 2 > 2 ) (12) 
1 2m *• 3 

except for smal1 correction terms [ 6]. 
In fig.4 are shown the strengths of the operator (11) calculated 

in Pb using the three interactions. The corresponding peak energies, mean 
energies, widths and variances are listed in table 3. In the case of SGI and 
SGII forces, giant resonances around 27.5 MeV and 26 NeV respectively, appear 
quite clearly. For SGI, the main peak has a width of 5.2 MeV and exhausts 
74 % of the sum rule (12), whereas the corresponding quantities are 3.2 MeV 
and 58 % for SGII. The situation with SIII 1s somewhat different. A large 
fraction (64 %) of the energy-weighted strength is also found in a 7 MeV 
interval around E = 29 MeV, but the distribution has numerous structures which 
are reminiscent of the p-h configurations. As in the monopole case this can 
be understood again by looking at the parameter F 0 which is quite different 
for SIII. This latter interaction gives an IDR certainly less collective 
than the prediction of a better adjusted force like SGII. 

From fig.4 and table 3, one can see that the positions of the 
IDR depend on the values of the nuclear incompressibil~Tty in a way similar 
to that of the IMR. We also note that in all cases, there is about 10 % 

of the energy-weighted strength contained in small peaks located in the 
lower energy region around E = 14 MeV. 

The results for the nuclei 4 0 C a , 9 0Zr and 2 0 8 P b obtained with 
the interaction SGII are shown in fig.5 and table 3. The dipols operator (11) 

90 has been used. In Zr, there is a strong resonance with Its maximum at 
E = 33 MeV. This main bump exhausts about 73 % of the m, sum rule. There 
are also a number of narrow peaks in the energy region 10-18 MeV which take • 
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40 about 7 % of the EWSR. In Ca no clear resonance appears, but the dipole 

strength is distributed instead over a wide energy range of 20 MeV with 

about 70 % of the EWSR in that range. The narrow peaks appearing around 

40 MeV, which carry very little strength, are due to bound p-h configurations. 

If one looks at the calculated peak energies in the three nuclei, they 
-1/3 approximately follow a mass number dependence E k = 150 A ' MeV. 

208 If we compare with the experimental energy of the IDR in Pb [4,5), we can 

see that our result E . = 26 MeV if somewhat higher than the observed value 

of 21.5 MeV. However, the calculated IDR has an asymmetric shape with a 

sharp fall-off above the peak energy. This gives a mean energy Ê = 22.5 MeV 

somewhat lower than E k-
208 Although the IOR is well marked in heavy nuclei like Pb 

90 and Zr, the width r F W H M (see table 3) is larger than the corresponding 

monopole width. One possible reason is that the IDR energies are substan

tially higher than the IMR energies, and therefore the contribution of 

nucléon escape to IVUUM becomes more important. The coupling to complicated 

states, which is not included here, will probably add a damping width of 

a few MeV to our IVy.»,. Thus, the task of experimentally measuring the 

isoscalar dipole strength might be rather difficult even in heavy nuclei 

because of the large total widths and also of the presence of other multipole 

modes in the same energy range. 

In fig.6 is shown the dipole transition density calculated 
208 at the peak energy in Pb using interaction SGII. On the same figure is 

drawn the radial transition density given by the sum rule method (except 

for a smal1 correction term) [ 6] : 

»M&)* ( 1 0 r + 3 r 2 7 - - | < r 2 ^ ) P . ( r ) Y i o ( r ) " < 1 3 ) 

This transition density (13) can also be derived from the classical picture 

of the nuclear vibration [21] (see Appendix). One can see that the RPA and 
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classical transition densities have similar shapes. From fig.6 we see that 
the IDR is a compression mode where nuclear matter is shifted from the inside 
to the outside and back as in the case of the IMR, but along some preferen
tial direction. 

Since the transition density of the IDR has a node at the 
surface, we expect the strength distribution of an operator like 
Q • J1(<)r)Yil)(r) to have a strong q-dependence. We have therefore calculated 
the distributions S(E) corresponding to the above operator and for two 
different choices of q. The results are shown in figs.7 and 8 for the nuclei 
90 208 
Zr and Pb, respectively. These distributions correspond to (e,e') exci

tation functions in Born approximation. We can see a drastic change in these 
functions for the values of q used here. This change 1s due to the fact 
that the strength is proportional to the integral of j x(qr) P n 0(r)- Then, 
for q = 0.2 fm~l there is a strong cancellation in this Integral, whereas 
for q = 0.4 fm"1 this cancellation does not occur. In the case of other 
types of excitations, such as the quadrupole giant resonance, this kind of 
strong q dependence is unlikely since the transition density has a strong 
surface peak. 
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V. Summary 

We have studied the Interaction dependence and the mass number 
dependence of nuclear compression modes by using the RPA response function 
theory. Three interactions (SIII, SGI and SGII) are used in the calculations 
of IMR and IDR in Pb. In the comparison with experimental data for IMR 

208 in Pb, the SGII interaction gives the most satisfactory results among 
the three interactions with respect to the excitation energy, the width and 
the transition strength. We found also a similar interaction dependence of 
the excitation energies for IOR. 

The mass number dependence of the nuclear compression modes 
is also studied by considering the three nuclei Ca, Zr and w P b . For 
the IMR case, systematic experimental analyses have been done in a broad 
region of the mass table. The observed peak energies follow 

E£ = 0(exp) = (80 ± 5)A" 1 / 3 HeV 

in the range A = 58 *> 208. The calculated peak energies of the IMR using 
the SGII interaction are 

E^ = 0(RPA) ^ 85 A " l / 3 MeV. 
208 In Pb, the SGI Interaction gives excitation energies which are 2 MeV 

higher than those of SGII, whereas SIII leads to much higher values. The 
comparison of our results with the data indicates that the compressibility 
K^ ̂  220 MeV of the SGII interaction is a realistic value for the descrip
tion of nuclear compression modes. In the case of IOR, the peak energies 
calculated with SGII have the A-dependence 

E £ = 1 ( R P A ) * 150 A " 1 / 3 MeV 

It would be interesting to study experimentally the A-dependence of the 
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position of the IDR. 
Me took into account the effects of escape widths when solving 

the RPA equations in coordinate space. A clear mass number dependence of the 
widths of the main peaks was found in both IHR and IDR cases. Namely, we 

90 20ft obtain for INR rather narrow peaks (about 2 MeV wide) in Zr and Pb, 
whereas the strength 1s broadly distributed (over more than 7 MeV range) 

40 90 208 
in Ca. The calculated widths in Zr and Pb correspond to about 60 % 

of the observed ones In IHR. This shows that the effects of particle escape 
and the splitting of p-h configurations contribute significantly to the 
total width of IHR, and that the spreading width of IHR might be small. 
This last point has already been suggested in refs.[ 19,20]. In the case of 
IDR, the calculated widths are somewhat broader than those of IMR, even in 
heavy nuclei. This might make the experimental study of IDR rather difficult. 

The q-dependence of the isoscalar dipole strength distribution 90 208 has been studied for Zr and Pb. This strong q-dependence might be 
useful to distinguish IDR from other resonances in the same energy region. 
Especially, the electron scattering is a desirable experiment to observe 
this kind of q-dependence of strength distributions. 
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Appendix : Subtraction of center of mass effects from the 
isoscalar dipole operator 

The effect of spurious center of mass motion is particularly 
important for the isoscalar dipole transition since the first-order expan
sion of the dipole operator jj{qr)Y l 0(r) corresponds exactly to the center 
of mass motion. The next order of the expansion r 3Y l 0(r) also may include 
a large amount of spurious components since the operator r 3Yi 0(r) excites 
both Una and 3nu p-h states. The effect of spurious cm. motion for the 
operator r 3Y 1 0(r) has been discussed by using the translational invariant 
coordinate r' = r-t [6] . Here, we discuss this problem by using an 
operator 

M x = 1 { r ) = r 3Y J 0{?) - nrY J 0{r) (A.l) 

where n will be determined later by the condition of translational inva
riance. 

If one takes the classical view of a nuclear system which is 
excited by an external field [21] 

V(?,t) = a{t)M x = 1(r) (A.2) 

the vibrating density can be expressed to first order in a(t) by : 

6p(t) - a(t)U(p 0VM x = 1(f)) 

• a{t)(10r + 3 r 2 2 - - n - 2 - ) p 9 Y (?) . (A.3) 
3r 3r 
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The condition of translational Invariance of the system 

'«p(rVY10(?)d3r = 0 / . 

gives n = -| <r2> . The transition density (A.3) has the same radial 
dependence as the one obtained by Harakeh and Dieperink [ 6] except for 
small corrections coming from higher order effects. The transition strength 
is also calculated by 

< X = 1|M X = 1|0> = /*6p(r)M A = 1(r)d 3r 

= 5 Jp- (-11 <r"> + § <r2>2 ) 

where à is the amplitude of the oscillation given by à =Vh/2Ba> . The 
mass parameter B is expressed by 

B = m fp0VM.VM d 3r 

-*B.(ll<rS - f <r2>2) . 

Then, the energy weighted sum rule m } 1s 

ml H hu|< A=1|M A = 1|0 > |2 

8irm A ( l K r S - *f <r 2> 2) . (A.4) 

Eq.(A.4) also agrees with the m,-moment obtained in ref.[6] except for 
small correction terms. 
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Table Captions 

Table 1 Parameters of Skyrme Interactions. The notations are the same 
as, e.g.. In ref.[lj. The x i are the spin - exchange 
coefficients of the terms proportional to t,-. In the two last 
columns are shown the Landau parameter F 0 and the normalization 
coefficient PC 1 = n2ir2/2m*kF. 

Table 2 Energies and widths of monopole resonances (in MeV). 

Table 3 Energies and widths of dipole resonances (in MeV). 



Table 1 

Parameters of SKyrme interactions and the Landau parameter F 0 

*o h t2 t, x0 *t x2 x3 a «. 
F. < 

(MeV) (MeV.fm3) (MeV.fm*) (MeV.fm5) (MeV.fm6) (MeV.fm») F. < 
(MeV) 

SIII -1128.75 395. -95. 14000. 0.45 0. 0. 1. 1. 120. .30 208. 

SGI -1603. 515.9 84.5 8000. -0.02 -0.5 -1.713 0.1381 1/3 125. -0.25 258. 

SGII -2645. 340. -41.9 15595. 0.09 -0.0588 1.425 0.06044 1/6 105. -0.23 196. 



22. 

Table 2 

Energies and Widths of Monopole Resonances (in MeV) 

Nucleus 208 p b 9 0Zr 4 0Ca 

Interaction SIII SGI SGII SGII SGII 

peak 
E =m 1/m 0 

rFWHM 
a 

<a8. 16.6 14.6 

17.8 16.6 15.3 

> 2. 2.2 1.7 

2.4 2.7 2.1 

18.5 

19.5 

2.6 

3.0 

-v-23. 

22.7 

>7. 

5.0 



Table 3 

Energies and Widths of Dipole Resonances (in MeV) 

Nucleus 208 p b *°Zr 4 0Ca 

Interaction SIII SGI SGII SGII SGII 

peak 
E= nij/in,, 

rFWHM 
a 

-v29. <v27.7 25.9 

26.0 23.9 22.5 

*&. 5.2 3.2 

6.5 5.8 5.4 

<v33. 

28.1 

6.8 

7.9 

29 - 38 

27.6 

*20. 

11.2 
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Figure Captions 

208 Figure 1 Monopole strength distributions in Pb calculated for 
the operator Q = Z r| with the three interactions. The RPA 
and unperturbed strengths are shown by the solid and dashed 
curves, respectively. Vertical lines indicate the positions 
of discrete, unperturbed p-h configurations : 
l = ( 4 s 1 / 2 3 s j ) 2 ) v , 2 = (3d 3 / 2 2d"J 2) v , 
3 = ( 3 d 5 / 2 2 d j / 2 ) v , 

i 

4 = * 2 f7/2 l f 7 / 2 ^ ' 
5 = (2g 7 / 2ig^) v . 6 = (2g 9 / 2 1 9 9 / 2 ) V ' 

Figure 2 Monopole strength distributions calculated with SGII in 
4 0Ca, 9 0 Z r and 2 0 8 P b . 

208 Figure 3 Transition density of monopole mode in Pb. The solid 
line shows the RPA transition density at the peak energy 
14.5 MeV calculated with the SGII interaction, while the 
dashed line corresponds to the Tassie model (eq.{10)). 

Figure 4 Dipole strength distributions in Pb calculated for the 
operator Q = Z r'-V (f.) with the three interactions. The 

i 
RPA and unperturbed strengths are shown by the solid and 
dashed curves, respectively. 

Figure 5 Dipole strength distributions calculated with SGII in 
4 0Ca, 9 0 Z r and 2 0 8 P b . 



6 Transition density of dipole mode in Pb. The solid 
line shows the RPA transition density at E x = 25.4 MeV 
calculated with the SGII interaction. The dashed line 
corresponds to the transition density of eq.(13). 

90 
7 Isoscalar dipole strength distributions in IT for the 

operator Q = ç j j t q r ^ Y , , ^ ) . 

208 
8 Isoscalar dipole strength distributions in Pb for the 

operator Q = l J 1<qr 1}y x o(f 1)• 
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